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Abstract
Synechron works for customer who is leading manufacturer of automotive navigation
system. An automotive navigation system is a satellite navigation system designed for use in
automobiles. MEXMOMA project is presently running at an average run rate of 107 Min/Km to
95 Min/Km, which is running at 70% efficiency against the customer rate of 75 Min/Km. The
objectives of the project are to Improve the current production rate from average 107 Min/Km to
average 95 Min/Km. To increase financial gains and the customer satisfaction due to increased
efficiency and more accurate map data to increase the market share and scalability. The
methodology implemented here to address the issue is DMAIC methodology to increase the
productivity and accuracy of the project. And the results of this project are production run rate
was improved from 107 Min/Km to 94.07 Min/Km, resulting efficiency improvement from 70%
to 80%, i.e., 10% improvement. Cost Benefit: 10% efficiency improvement has leaded to cast
saving of $ 37,832, two engineers for this year and received customer feedback 7/7 with
appreciation on the improvements done on the project.
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Chapter I
INTRODUCTION
Introduction
Synechron provides leading-edge engineering solutions, including product development
and life-cycle support, process, network design and optimization, and data management
solutions to major organizations worldwide. With over two decades of continuous growth,
Synechron leverages a global delivery and collaborative engineering model to achieve
measurable and substantial benefits to the customers.

About department and Nature of work: Data Transformation and Analytics Synechron works
for customer who is leading manufacturer of automotive navigation system.
An automotive navigation system is a satellite navigation system designed for use in
automobiles. It typically uses GPS navigation device to acquire position data to locate the user
on a road in the unit’s map database. Using the road database, the unit can give directions to
other locations along roads also in its database.
The digital maps provides the variety of automotive, personal navigation, location-based
services, geospatial products and database solutions for a wide range of personal and in-car
navigation systems and mobile and Internet map applications that help users find the people,
places, and services they need, wherever they are (Synechron, n.d.).
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MEXICO Mobile Mapping (MEXMOMA): MOMA project belongs to road
geometry create/update/maintenance projects by using MOMA sessions. It contributes to up-todatedness of database on highest road classes and adjacent roads to serve all customers.
Capture the defined attributes by driving through MOMA sessions. Total 18 attributes involved
in the project. It increases the accuracy in routing calculations and provides a more realistic
representation in thematic map products.
Problem Statement
MEXMOMA project is presently running at an average run rate of 107 Min/Km to 95
Min/Km, which is running at 70% efficiency against the customer rate of 75Min/Km. Operators
driving through the road need to update data about the road. They need this data not just in the
form of numbers or calculations but the form of tables, charts, graphs where they can interpret
the perfect location. They require an application, which tells them specific location. They
require a tool, which presents them with all the required data about the road and gives them
what are the locations and what are locations yet to be covered.
Nature and Significance of the Problem
Synechron works for customer who is leading manufacturer of automotive navigation
system.
An automotive navigation system is a satellite navigation system designed for use in
automobiles. It typically uses GPS navigation device to acquire position data to locate the user
on a road in the unit’s map database. Using the road database, the unit can give directions to
other locations along roads also in its database. The digital maps provides the variety of
automotive, personal navigation, location-based services, geospatial products and database
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solutions for a wide range of personal and in-car navigation systems and mobile and Internet
map applications that help users find the people, places, and services they need, wherever they
are.
Synechron using MS-SQL for collecting the data and storing them in the database and
java is been using to develop the web map applications and mobile applications for end users.
Objective of the Project
1. Improve the current production rate from average 107 Min/Km to average 95
Min/Km.
2. To increase financial gains and the customer satisfaction due to increased efficiency.
3. More accurate map data to increase the market share and scalability.
Project Questions/Hypotheses
This project tries to address the following questions:
1. How can the run rate from 107 Min/Km to 95 Min/Km be achieved?
2. How the employee wise variation can be reduced.
3. Will the new training programs help in achieving product efficiency.
Limitations of the Project
The following was the limitation to the project:


Driving through the road for the second time increased the budget, but by doing so
will decrease the errors in data collected for the first time. This in turn will increase
the quality of the product and increase the customer satisfaction.



The hiring and training process increased budget.
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Summary
This chapter brings the brief introduction of the problem encountered at the Synechron. A
clear project study objective has been highlighted. This chapter also discussed about the nature
and significance of the problem. Further, the study hypotheses were briefly presented which
were verified throughout the project execution and answered along with the results. Project
queries that are to be responded following the completion of the project, limitations of the project
in addition to all the terms and definitions that are of primary importance for this project have
also been detailed out in this chapter.
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Chapter II
BACKGROUND AND REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Introduction
This chapter focuses towards reviewing the literature of the problem, literature related to
the methodology that has been implemented in the process of solving the problem and the
background of Synechron services and the issues related to it. This literature review primarily
focuses on the preliminary work in identification necessary tools that will be useful on topic of
Quality improvement and Six Sigma DMAIC methodologies.
Background Related to the Problem
Productivity is the major thing every company is worried about they want to get the
project done in less time duration balancing the quality and maintenance. Maps are common
things every person using these days, so trying to achieve the availability and maintainability is
the highest priority on the company head. Synechron provides leading-edge engineering
solutions, including product development and life-cycle support, process, network design and
optimization, and data management solutions to major organizations worldwide.
Synechron works for customer who is leading manufacturer of automotive navigation
system.
An automotive navigation system is a satellite navigation system designed for use in
automobiles. It typically uses GPS navigation device to acquire position data to locate the user
on a road in the unit’s map database. Using the road database, the unit can give directions to
other locations along roads also in its database.
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Literature Related to the Problem
If a company produces only a small amount of product, they are not likely to make any
large sums of money. To increase productivity and also the bottom line, business managers must
look at some key aspects of their business. In this project company wants to increase the
productivity form 107 Min/Km to 95 Min/Km.
Using Six Sigma methods, it is possible to narrow down some of the issues that may be
holding down the production of the business. Through a clear and concise plan, Six Sigma
professionals will do research into the company, analyzing all the aspects from the top of the list
to the bottom. Once the issues have been identified, it is time to lay down a solution, a plan that
will help to increase productivity.
Several things can be affecting productivity in business. One of the most significant
factors is the employees. Businesses must take into account all of physical and psychological
effects that are felt by an employee. The employee must be happy on the job or they will not
produce high quality or high quantity work. It is not so much about making the employees happy
as it is making them satisfied with what they are doing. A boring job will slow down productivity
because the employees would rather be cruising the Internet or sleeping than doing their boring
job. On the other side of the coin, a job that is much too stressful for the individual doing it will
also cause a decrease in productivity because the work the individual puts out may be confused,
sloppy or just wrong.
Employers must take action to give their employees a reason to be there besides their
paycheck. They must be given incentives that they can appreciate, such as an extra fifteen minute
break or a day off. It is difficult for many companies to give money incentives during the current
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economic struggles. Incentives like the ones mentioned make it much easier for companies to
encourage their employees to work.
Having good managers is another solution to employee dissatisfaction. Supervisors and
managers do not need to be best friends with the employees but they should have a good rapport
with them, being able to get along with them on polite and friendly terms, even if they are not
friends in the literal sense of the word. Good managers know how to lead. Employees can spot
good leaders and will want to work for them. They know that the work they do will be accurate
because they have been taught by someone good and they trust their manager to tell them the
right thing to do.
Having satisfied if not downright happy employees is a great way to improve
productivity. Using the Six Sigma methods, employers can discover new ways to increase
productivity and the employee job satisfaction rate at the same time (Six Sigma Online, n.d.;
Taghizadegan, n.d.).
Literature Related to the Methodology
This literature review primarily focuses on the preliminary work in identification
necessary tools that will be useful on topic of quality improvement and Six Sigma DMAIC
methodologies.
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The DMAIC Methodology Approach

Figure 1. DMAIC
Define. The main objective of this stage is to outline the borders of the project.
Stakeholders agree on the parameters that will define the project scope and budgetary items, as
well as customer needs, are aligned with project goals. Team development takes place as the
project begins to take shape.
Measure. The main objective is to collect data pertinent to the scope of the project.
Leaders collect reliable baseline data to compare against future results. Teams create a detailed
map of all interrelated business processes to elucidate areas of possible performance
enhancement
Analyze. The main objective is to reveal the root cause of business inefficiencies.
Analysis of data reveals areas where the implementation of change can provide the most
effective results. Groups discuss ways that the data underscores areas ripe for improvement.
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Improve. The main objective at the end of this stage is to complete a test run of a change
that is to be widely implemented.
Teams and stakeholders devise methods to address the process deficiencies uncovered
during the data analysis process Groups finalize and test a change that is aimed at mitigating the
ineffective process Improvements are ongoing and include feedback analysis and stakeholder
participation
Control. The objective of the last stage of the methodology is to develop metrics that
help leaders monitor and document continued success. Six Sigma strategies are adaptive and ongoing. Adjustments can be made and new changes may be implemented as a result of the
completion of this first cycle of the process.
At the end of the cycle, additional processes are either addressed or the initial project is
completed.
Six Sigma methodologies can be rolled out in a matter of months or over the course of
years. From large international companies to mid-size firms, many high-profile companies have
implemented Six Sigma strategies as a way of saving corporate dollars, increasing quality and
leveraging the competitive edge (Bright Hub Management Project, n.d.).
Summary
This chapter explains various concepts of quality and the methodologies for improvement
that were needed to be adopted for analysis, drawing inferences and initiating improvement
actions on the processes along with the rationale to be used for some metrics and indices as a part
of the project work. These concepts form a sound basis to decide on the study design, sampling
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for data capturing, defining and computing quality metrics, which are described in the following
chapter.
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Chapter III
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
For successful execution of any project/study, a defined plan is essential and failure to
plan invariably results in planned failure of study. Therefore, this chapter highlights the aspects
pertaining to this study the design adopted, quality metrics used together with the calculations
involved, sampling for data collection, analysis plan and methodologies involved and ultimately
the timelines adopted for the study.
Design of the Study
The aim of the study is knowledge seeking and study of Quality improvement, so that the
capability of Process can be evaluated and improved.
This study has been initiated in Synechron and has been carried out with the active
involvement and their support.
Define:
The Critical to Quality (CTQ) characteristics taken in consideration for the study are as
follows.
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Table 1
CTQ Drill Down
CTQ Drill Down
Need

Improving run rate from
107 Min/Km to 95
Min/Km

Maintain quality of 95%
completeness and
correctness

Drivers

CTQ

Target Values

Process Refinement

Identify wastages

Min 2 areas

Scope for automation

Identify tools

One tool or TA Mapper
enhancement

Training to all the project
team

Regular updates

Weekly

Productivity

Improving production rate

<95 Min/Km

First time right

PQR acceptance rate

95%

Data Collection
The data is collected for two months (kms completed, time taken to collect the data). The
individual performance is calculated randomly since this will have serious impact on the project.
Method of Calculation
For example, a user got error in 1 record out of 20 records audited then the audit quality
percentage for the user can be given as follows
=Records without errors/number of records audited*100
=19/20*100 =95% of quality percentage is achieved by the user.
Data Analysis
For this study, the structured DMAIC methodology is adopted and following tools are used
as shown in Table 2. The timeline is displayed in Table 3.
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Table 2
DMAIS Tools
Define
CTQ drill down

Measure

Analyze

Improve

Control

Data Collection

Fishbone Diagram

Action Plan
Summary Matrix

Process Capability
Study

Box Plot

Scatter Plot

I-MR Chart

Future Control
Chart: I-MR Chart

I-MR Chart

Correlation
Analysis
Multi Voting

Normal Probability
Plot

Box Plot
Bar Chart

Histogram
Process Capability
Study

Table 3
Timeline
Activity

Target Date

Actual Date

Project Idea Formulation
and Research

June 10, 2015

June 9, 2015

Project Proposal

June 24, 2015

June 24, 2015

Design

July, 2015

July, 2015

Measure

August, 2015

August, 2015

Analyze

September, 2015

September, 2015

Improve

September, 2015

September, 2015

Control

October, 2015

October, 2015

Comments
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Summary
The intention of this chapter is to explain the design of the study, data collection, analysis
plan and DMIAC methodology, its main deliverables. Details of the tools used and evaluation
would help future projects of similar kind. The timeline details were also shared.
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Chapter IV
DATA PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS
Introduction
This chapter will focus on how the data was collected and interpreted using DMAIC
methodologies with object of minimizing the errors. As a part of this Average Production run
rate, Employee wise variation study: I-MR Chart, Normality Plot for Production run rate,
Histogram of Run rate, process capability was done for the data collected. Analyze, Improve, and
control phases are also implemented here in data analysis.
Data Presentation
Measure:
Data Collection Plan
The data collection plan has been prepared as mentioned in Table 4.
Table 4
Data Collection Plan
Collection Production Data for the Months of July
and August, 2015

Target Date for the Data Collection

Raw data of production (Kms completed, time spent, run
rate achieved) (2 months

5-Aug-2015

Project team performance monitoring (Monthly)

15-Aug-2015
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Average Production Run Rate
Data of the past two months has been collected and summarized as follows:

Figure 2. Box Plot of Past Two Months
The average run rate of daily production has been studied with a box plot for March
2015 and April 2015 month’s period which is lying between 106.9 Min/Km to 107.2 Min/Km.
There are few outliers performing on upper bond.
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Employee Wise Variation Study: I-MR Chart

Figure 3. I-MR Chart
The chart indicates that the process average is not stable, 157 and 160 observations is
out of control and further investigation is required, Also the data points 73, 157, 160, 161 and
196 in MR Chart has failed a test because these are outside of the control limits. This indicates
increase in variation which can be observed in X-bar top chart where there is a large
fluctuation.
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Normality Plot for Production Run Rate

Figure 4. Normality Plot
The plot shows that the data is not that much straight line which indicates that the data
may be normally distributed. The Anderson Darling P-value of <0.005 means that the data can
be assumed to be normally distributed.
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Histogram of Run Rate

Figure 5. Histogram
The Histogram shows data that the average productions run rate range from 92 Min/Km
to 126 Min/Km, with mostly between 102 Min/Km to 114Min/Km. The distribution looks like
symmetric around the average run rate of 107.8 Min/Km.
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Process Capability Study

Figure 6. Process Capability
Standard deviations: The short term and long term variation of the process is
around 5.44 Min/Km. It is observed that most of the data points are after USL i.e., 95
Min/Km and average is at 107.829 Min/Km.
Data Analysis
Analyze Phase
Cause and Effect Diagram
Brainstorming sessions are conducted to understand the root causes for low production
rate with key project team members and following Cause and Effect diagram is arrived.
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Figure 7. Fishbone
Scatter Plot and Correlation Analysis
Scatter plots has been used to understand the relationship between the production
activities and the run rate.

Figure 8. Scatter Plot
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It has been observed in the first two charts that there is a linear positive relationship and
the rest of the charts are scattered across and no relationship exists.
Verify drive manually and 2nd time drive shows a strong positive relationship, It means
as both of these activities are proportional to the run rate as there is a increase in run rate the time
consumption for these two activities are also in the increasing trend.

Figure 9. Matrix Plot
The matrix plots produce an array of scatter plots for all components. Potential
correlations are identified visually for further investigation.
There is a positive relationship between Run rate Vs Verify drive manually and 2nd time
drive on session, as well as we can see Verify drive manually and 2nd time drive on session both
are as well co-related.
To understand further how strong the relationship is, a Correlation analysis is done.
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The Pearson coefficient is used to measure the strength of correlations found. Synopsis of
the correlation study results are given below.
Correlations: Run Rate_2, Verify drive manually, 2nd time drive on session

Table 5
Correlation
Correlation Variables

Pearson Coefficient

Inference

Verify drive manually

0.978

There is a very strong positive
correlation existing between run
rate and the verify the drive
manually for session as strength
of this correlation is 0.978.

2nd time drive on session

0.968

There is a very strong positive
correlation existing between run
rate and the 2nd time drive on
sessions as strength of this
correlation is 0.968.
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Regression Analysis: Run Rate_2 versus Verify drive manually, load _2
The regression equation is
Run Rate_2 = 98.6 + 0.836 Verify drive

manually, load _2

Predictor

Coef

Constant
Verify drive

manually, load

_2

S = 1.13369

R-Sq = 95.7%

SE Coef

T

P

98.5996

0.1441

684.14

0.000

0.83616

0.01132

73.87

0.000

R-Sq(adj) = 95.7%

Analysis of Variance
Source

DF

SS

1

7013.2

7013.2

Residual Error

247

317.5

1.3

Total

248

7330.7

Regression

MS

F

P

5456.69

0.000

Unusual Observations
Verify drive
manually,
Obs

load _2

1

Run

Rate_2

Fit

SE Fit

Residual

St Resid

0.5

92.402

99.018

0.139

-6.615

-5.88R

2

1.0

96.923

99.436

0.134

-2.513

-2.23R

3

1.2

96.923

99.603

0.133

-2.680

-2.38R

231

19.5

118.154

114.905

0.120

3.249

2.88R

232

20.0

118.310

115.323

0.124

2.987

2.65R

233

20.5

118.500

115.741

0.129

2.759

2.45R

234

20.0

118.500

115.323

0.124

3.177

2.82R

235

20.7

118.500

115.908

0.131

2.592

2.30R

236

20.0

118.588

115.323

0.124

3.265

2.90R

237

20.9

118.588

116.075

0.133

2.513

2.23R
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246

25.4

120.286

119.838

0.178

0.448

0.40 X

247

25.6

120.574

120.005

0.180

0.569

0.51 X

248

25.8

124.138

120.173

0.182

3.965

3.54RX

249

25.0

126.316

119.504

0.174

6.812

6.08R

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual.
X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage.

R-Sq value indicates that the input variable Verify drive manually in the regression
account for 95.7% on the run rate, which means the most important factors to the process.
Verify drive manually (P=0.000) effects run rate as the P-value is less than 0.05.

Figure 10. Residual Plot
This shows the about the random pattern of the data.
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Regression Analysis: Run Rate_2 versus 2nd time drive on session_2
The regression equation is
Run Rate_2 = 99.5 + 0.747 2nd time drive on session_2

Predictor

Coef

SE Coef

T

P

Constant

99.4666

0.1621

613.76

0.000

0.74707

0.01226

60.94

0.000

2nd time drive on

S = 1.36050

session_2

R-Sq = 93.8%

R-Sq(adj) = 93.7%

Analysis of Variance
Source

DF

Regression

1

SS
6873.5

Residual Error

247

457.2

Total

248

7330.7

MS
6873.5

F
3713.47

P
0.000

1.9

Unusual Observations
2nd time
drive on
Obs

session_2

1

Run

Rate_2

Fit

SE Fit

Residual

St Resid

0.3

92.402

99.653

0.159

-7.251

-5.37R

2

1.0

96.923

100.214

0.152

-3.291

-2.43R

3

1.2

96.923

100.363

0.150

-3.440

-2.54R

80

2.5

104.782

101.334

0.137

3.447

2.55R

234

19.8

118.500

114.221

0.136

4.279

3.16R

235

20.4

118.500

114.744

0.143

3.756

2.78R

236

19.8

118.588

114.221

0.136

4.367

3.23R

237

21.7

118.588

115.678

0.155

2.910

2.15R

244

30.0

120.000

121.879

0.246

-1.879

-1.40 X

245

32.0

120.000

123.373

0.269

-3.373

-2.53RX
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246

34.0

120.286

124.867

0.293

-4.581

-3.45RX

247

36.0

120.574

126.361

0.316

-5.787

-4.37RX

248

28.0

124.138

120.385

0.223

3.753

2.80RX

249

26.0

126.316

118.891

0.201

7.425

5.52R

R denotes an observation with a large standardized residual.
X denotes an observation whose X value gives it large leverage

R-Sq value indicates that the input variable Verify drive manually in the regression
accounts for 93.8% on the run rate, which means the most important factors to the process.

Figure 11. Residual Rate for Run Rate 2
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Prioritizing the Effecting Factors through Multi Voting
Table 6
Prioritizing the Effecting Factors through Multi Voting
Factors Effecting

1

2

3

Verify drive location manually
then load the session

5

5

4

5

3

4

5

4

3

5

Total
Scoring
43

Searching multiple drives for
source material (sessions)

5

5

5

3

5

5

4

5

4

1

42

More time consumption for lane
connectivity in higher zoom
levels

4

5

3

4

5

2

3

5

4

5

40

Manually updating VRD time
consuming

5

3

4

4

2

4

3

4

5

3

39

Lack of expertise driving 2-3
times

5

4

5

3

4

3

5

3

5

2

39

Decision making

3

3

4

4

5

3

3

4

4

4

37

Automated checks cannot be
done

4

3

3

2

4

5

3

4

3

5

36

Limitations to create tools

5

5

3

4

4

3

4

2

3

3

36

Complicated process

3

3

5

5

3

2

1

4

5

3

34

Learning Curve

4

4

3

4

5

3

2

1

3

4

33

Dependency on expert for
clarification

2

5

4

3

2

3d

4

4

2

3

32

Non availability of required
sources in network

3

4

3

5

2s

2

3

1

2

4

29

Delay in decision making

3

3

2

3

3

3

2

2

3

3

27

Commitment towards
achievement

3

3

2

3

2

1

3

2

1

1

21

Attitude

2

2

2

1

1

3

3

2

1

1

18

Sophisticate client software

2

1

1

2

1

2

3

2

2

1

17

5-Critical, 4-Major, 3-Average, 2-Low, 1-Very Low

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
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Action Plans
Table 7
Action Plans
SI
No.
1

Activity

Current Method

SMH Activities

Reports are
duplicating,
maintaining in MIS,
and Central Repository

2

Update session
wise partition
information

Open the GPS tracker
and update the session
information by
verifying the GPS
tracker manually

3

Open Excel
from centralized
location for
partition
information

Open the updated
Excel form centralized
location for partition
information

4

Drive
connection for
session
Open OASIS
application

Search MOMA session
in different drives

6

Open Session

Open session after
searching in drives

7

Check whether
the path is
already travelled
or not

8

Action Plans Summary Matrix
Proposed Method
Improvement
Area
Single report where all
Process Time
the data should get
reflected

YLS

Target
Date
01-Sep-15

Status

Remarks

C

Had a
meeting
with SMH
team

Process Time

SME

01-Sept15

C

Update
Session

Included drive
information in MIS,
once the allocation is
done, click on UOP to
open the session

Lead Time

EWP

02-Sep-15

C

Earlier it is
there for
GPS data
and now it
is enhances
to SQLITE

Travel through the
entire session and
confirm

Verify in the specified
zoom, no need to pan
and verify

Process Time

SME

01-Sep-15

C

Update
session

Open PD/PI
from the IDOCS
by opening the
Explorer

Open source Explorer,
then PD/PI of the
respective project

Open from MIS

Process Time

EWP

9

Count updates
in updates MDB

Manually counting the
features and updating
in the PQR wise error
sheet entry

Total feature count
should come
automatically

Process Time

PL/EWP

01-Sep-15

C

10

Enter the PQR
wise error
details
(feedback form
entering)

Manually counting the
features and updating
in the PQR wise error
sheet

11

Capture Lane
information for
entire session

Apply lane information
----------------Apply lane
connectivity
---------------Apply lane direction
---------------Apply lane
connectivity

Create the templates and
use the same wherever
applicable

Process Time

SME/SDE

01-Sep-15

C

Update
session

Drive the session 2nd
time for applying
Speed and VRD

Copy the frames and
directly jump to the
location instead of one
more drive

Process Time

SME

01-Sep-15

C

Update
session

5

12

Drive session
2nd time

Open the OASIS
application from the
path

Partition information
can be seen from the TA
Mapper and can directly
open all the partitions
(active and reference
partitions) at a time

Action by

Need
discussion
with SME

----------------Identify tool to catch the
missing lane directional
category
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SPC Charts (I-MR Chart)

Figure 12. SPC Charts
This chart is used to review the process shift. We can see there is continual breakthrough
in the process after implementing the process changes, a notable shift in Mean from 107 Min/Km
to 94 Min/Km.
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Control Phase
Process Capability Study (September 15-October 15)

Figure 13. Process Capability Study
It is been observed that after break-through, sample mean moved from 107.83 Min/Km to
94.07 Min/Km.
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Box Plot for Before and After Project

Figure 14. Box Plot for Before and After the Project
We can clearly see the mean shift before and after the project from 107 Min/Km to
94.07 Min/Km.
I-MR Chart (September-October 15)
In this control, limits are set up based on the new process data to ensure the new process
data is reviewed on an ongoing basis to check that the process is performing as expected and
does not deteriorate.
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Figure 15. I-MR Chart
In this control, limits are set up based on the new process data to ensure the new process
data is reviewed on an ongoing basis to check that the process is performing as expected and
does not deteriorate (Montgomery, 2005).
Summary
This chapter highlights analyzing the data, improve and control phases of DMAIC
methodology. Performance evaluation using the past data and statistically analyzing the data
with appropriate methodology such as Box plots, Distribution plots, Data transformation for
validity of analysis and Process capability analysis. Improvements are validated taking remedial
measures such as user training and continuous monitoring using appropriate control charts.
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Chapter V
RESULTS, CONCLUSION, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Introduction
This chapter focuses on providing the final result of the project. Subsequently, the
project questions posed before conducting this study are answered briefly. Possible
recommendations are made based on the result and conclusion for further possible
improvement opportunities.
Results
Production run rate was improved from 107 Min/Km to 94.07 Min/Km, resulting
efficiency improvement from 70% to 80%, i.e., 10% Improvement.
Cost Benefit: 10% efficiency improvement has leaded to cast saving of $ 37,832. Two
engineers for this year received customer feedback 7/7 with appreciation on the improvements
done on the project.
Conclusion
High employee wise variation and failure to get the consistent productivity lead the
Synechron to take up systematic study for improving the process. Six Sigma methodology using
DMAIC approach has been adopted for resolving the issue and bringing the improvements.
Various qualitative and analytical tools have been used such Cause and Effect diagram, Box plot,
Scatter plot, Process Capability, Histograms etc. in systematically understanding the process,
identifying the root causes for performance deficiency and remedial measures for control.
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Recommendations
To ensure that the new process, Tools and Methodology, is being followed and
performance based incentive linked with the higher target. Implement sharing of Best practices
to the new joiners as part of training
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